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Title: POP: Methodology Experiment One - Game of The Saeculum Edition DLC
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Rob Lach
Publisher:
Rob Lach Games, LLC
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Later

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 Equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB Graphics Memory, OpenGL 2.0 Compatible

Sound Card: Required
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Wow, I got this game as a gift, but after some minutes, I wanted a refund :))
The control mechanism is so so so so so bad, please change it :)). it just gives me a black screen can some one help
. Under Leaves is a beautiful, hidden object game with a soothing soundscape and simple play mechanism. The game does not
take long to complete (I've played through twice in my first go), but it is charming and relaxing. I think that this would be a
terrific game for children, particularly to join with your child and play together. As an adult, this will get replayed more for the
calming effect than for a challenge.. This one is really good (if you're in the market for it.) Lots of spaceman maintenance tasks,
such as disassembling a giant mining drill, replacing and upgrading small parts, sending out your probes to find fuel and ore (to
build more and better parts with).

It is also very challenging. Recommended.. Confusing controls and almost unplayable against AI (as the round starts they will
run at you and swing you to the ground before you can even think about how to play).

Also i bought this for online multiplayer because this is one of those devs that puts both a Multiplayer and Local Multiplayer
tag. That's flat out misleading and deserves some negative feedback if you ask me.

This seems like a game that can be fun with a couple of friends and beers for like an hour or 2, but nothing more than that.. It's
hard to say what's good about Omegaland without spoiling some cool surprises. That's the thing about games that want to
surprise you, right? So instead, I'm going to list some things. If you like these things, you might want to play Omegaland.

Shareware and Flash games created by enthusiastic amateurs, simple dialog written with care, finding secrets for their own sake,
Knytt or similar exploration platformers, allegory, aesthetic playfulness.. I've just paid 8.99USD for SKT, I played it for few
hours, in the end I got so bored.
This is just a very dissappointing game. I've played many rpgs. I love strategy,
 and I've paid double or half for games that have been entertaining that have
given me over 1k hours or over 200 hours of fun respectively.. I was a huge fan of the original Last Dream, so it pains me to
write a negative review. It pained me a lot more to try playing through this hot mess, though. This is a pseudo-sequel to another
game, both being Final Fantasy type RPGs. In this game, you try to punch enemies to death before they paralyze, burn, silence,
lacerate, confuse, zombify, poison, and blind you all in one round. I'm only exaggerating a little bit, as almost every random
encounter configuration can and will inflict at least two kinds of status ailments on your party.

The point where I knew for sure I was playing the wrong game was when I encountered an enemy which could blind my entire
party simultaneously, or inflict sleep AND poison on my entire party simultaneously, or reduce one character's hp to 1, or
straight up instakill any one of my party members. Oh, and these gentlemen come in groups of SIX. For mega lulz, this is about
two hours into the game. You have to wonder what is going through the heads of devs when they make crap like this, though the
most likely answer is "nothing".

You can import your party from the previous game too, if you want things to get as badly unbalanced in the opposite direction.
Import an old party and you'll instakill anything. Except your mages! This doesn't show too much in the prequel, but as you get
to higher and higher levels the way the game calculated magic attack vs. magic defense means almost all of your characters are
going to be doing zero damage. It is pretty bad with your warriors (even the extremely offense-focused monk), but your wizards
are going to be flailing uselessly while you rely on weird strategies like bombs and instant kill attacks.

You're able to do the whole "poison, stun, paralyze, confuse, blind, silence everybody at once" thing too. If used well this can
give you a fighting chance, though this makes the whole thing a huge luck-based game since there are very few things you can
do to resist status effects.

Long story short, the balance of this game is complete junk and you have to play in very specific, counterintuitive, and most
importantly unfun ways. Avoid this nonsense.. Reasonable. Not super.
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I wouldn't say this game is garbage, because I could probably find a use for garbage.. This is a very well desgined simple
platformer game. Limited in scope of enemy types and short. But fantastic use of level design and use of skills the player can
use. Some minor bugs but nothing holding it back.. I regret buying this game. First, there were errors in launching the game.
Next, Controls are difficult. It does not have tutorials or intructions to help you get the most out of the game when commanding
a carrier or ptboat. There is no fun playing this game.. Easily one of the best game soundtracks out there. Up there next to
Hotline: Miami and Portal 2. Even includes one of my all time favorite songs, HOME - Resonance.. What the hell is this game?

That is the first thing I thought to myself when I saw it pop on my screen. It looks bizarre, weird and strangely otherworldly. Of
course my inner hipster was stronger and I could not resist trying out this obscure and somewhat strange game.

This game is actually really easy to pick up, you run across a randomly generated world which takes place on a hyperbolic plane.
This makes it actually really unique and strangely absorbing. You basically collect loot and kill enemies on the way, trying to get
a new high score. You defeat enemies by moving to their tile, there are no rpg mechanics or combat. It is actually more of a
puzzle game and figuring out how to plan your next movement is quite important. At some point enemies become numerous and
they change their style, some prove other challenges and new ways to defeat you. Furthermore some of the areas that you travel
through have various gimmicks that spice up the game.

For 99 cents you cannot really go wrong, simply due to it's simple nature and unique take. There could be some kind of
animation and better models for characters but it's servicable.

DISCLAIMER: This game might cause some severe motion sickness, I never had problems in my life with playing
games but Hyperrogue might make you feel nauseous. So beware.
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